CIVIL PROCEDURE

Professor Freer
CIVIL
PROCEDURE: CS., MTRL. + QUESTIONS
REQUIRED | By FREER

- EDITION: 7TH 16
- PUBLISHER: CAROLINA A
- ISBN: 9781611639117

Professor Shepherd
CIVIL
PROCEDURE: CS., MTRL. + QUESTIONS
REQUIRED | By FREER

- EDITION: 7TH 16
- PUBLISHER: CAROLINA A
- ISBN: 9781611639117

FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE, 2018
RECOMMENDED | By CLERMONT
(Prof Shepherd notes that students can easily download the Rules from numerous websites for free, instead of purchasing the bound book of rules.)

- EDITION: 18
- PUBLISHER: WEST ACAD
- ISBN: 9781640208834

Professor Shalf
CIVIL
PROCEDURE: CS., MTRL. + QUESTIONS
REQUIRED | By FREER

- EDITION: 7TH 16
- PUBLISHER: CAROLINA A
- ISBN: 9781611639117
CONTRACTS

Professor Pardo
PROBLEMS IN CONTRACT LAW-CS...-W/ACCESS
REQUIRED |By KNAPP

- EDITION: 8TH 16
- PUBLISHER: W KLUWER
- ISBN: 9781454868224

SELECTIONS FROM THE RESTATEMENT...
REQUIRED |By GEORGE

- EDITION: 17
- PUBLISHER: W KLUWER
- ISBN: 9781454882350

Professor Pinder
QUESTIONS+ANSWERS: CONTRACTS
REQUIRED |By ROWLEY

- EDITION: 2ND 14
- PUBLISHER: CAROLINA A
- ISBN: 9781630431495

CONTRACTS: MODERN COURSEBOOK -W/ACCESS
REQUIRED |By TEMPLIN

- EDITION: 17
- PUBLISHER: W KLUWER
- ISBN: 9781454877028

SELECTIONS FROM THE RESTATEMENT...
RECOMMENDED |By GEORGE

- EDITION: 18
- PUBLISHER: W KLUWER
- ISBN: 9781454894506

Professor Ruskola
CONCEPTS+CASE ANAL.IN LAW OF CONTR.
**RECOMMENDED |By CHIRELSTEIN (Please note that the “required” designation by bookstore is incorrect, per Prof. Ruskola.)

- EDITION: 7TH 13
- PUBLISHER: WEST ACAD
- ISBN: 9781609303303

CONTRACTS: CASES+DOCTRINE-W/ACCESS
REQUIRED BARNETT

- EDITION: 6TH 17
- PUBLISHER: W KLUWER
- ISBN: 9781454871033
LEGISLATION AND REGULATION

Professor Brown
STATUTES, REGULATION + INTERPRETATION
REQUIRED | By ESKRIDGE

- EDITION: 14
- PUBLISHER: WEST ACAD
- ISBN: 9780314273567

Professor Nash
LEGISLATION + REGULATION
REQUIRED | By MANNING

- EDITION: 3RD 17
- PUBLISHER: WEST ACAD
- ISBN: 9781634606479

Professor Volokh
LEGISLATION + REGULATION
REQUIRED | By MANNING

- EDITION: 3RD 17
- PUBLISHER: WEST ACAD
- ISBN: 9781634606479
TORTS

**Professor Partlett**

PROSSER, WADE + SCHWARTZ'S TORTS: CS. + MTRLS

REQUIRED | *By SCHWARTZ*

- EDITION: 13TH 15
- PUBLISHER: WEST ACAD
- ISBN: 9781609304072

**Professor Satz**

TORT LAW: RESPONSIBILITIES... W/ACCESS (Hardcopy only; no e-books permitted per Professor Satz)

REQUIRED | *By GOLDBERG*

- EDITION: 4TH 16
- PUBLISHER: W KLUWER
- ISBN: 9781454868200

**Professor Vandall**

TORTS: CASES + PROBLEMS

REQUIRED | *By VANDALL*

- EDITION: 4TH 18
- PUBLISHER: CAROLINA A
- ISBN: 9781531011468

HISTORY OF CIVIL LITIGATION

RECOMMENDED | *By VANDALL*

- EDITION: 11
- PUBLISHER: OXF
- ISBN: 9780195391916

**Professor Zwier**

TORTS: CASES, PROBLEMS, + EXERCISES

REQUIRED | *By WEAVER*

- EDITION: 5TH 18
- PUBLISHER: CAROLINA A
- ISBN: 9781531009779
Schwartz

BLUEBOOK: UNIFORM SYSTEM OF CITATION
REQUIRED | By HARV. LAW REV.
- EDITION: 20TH 15
- PUBLISHER: HARV LAW REV
- ISBN: 9780692400197

LAWYER WRITES

RECOMMENDED | By COUGHLIN
- EDITION: 2nd ed (Schwartz requests students try to get 2nd edition (not 3rd))
- PUBLISHER: CAROLINA A
- ISBN: 9781611633979

Romig

HOW NOT TO WRITE BAD
REQUIRED | By YAGODA
- EDITION: 13
- PUBLISHER: PENG RAND
- ISBN: 9781594488481

Cooper

LAWYER WRITES

REQUIRED | By COUGHLIN
- EDITION: 2ND 13
- PUBLISHER: CAROLINA A
- ISBN: 9781611633979

BLUEBOOK: UNIFORM SYSTEM OF CITATION
REQUIRED | By HARV. LAW REV.
- EDITION: 20TH 15
- PUBLISHER: HARV LAW REV
- ISBN: 9780692400197

Carroll

BLUEBOOK: UNIFORM SYSTEM OF CITATION
REQUIRED | By HARV. LAW REV.
- EDITION: 20TH 15
- PUBLISHER: HARV LAW REV
- ISBN: 9780692400197

LEGAL WRITING FOR LEGAL READERS
REQUIRED | By BEAZLEY
- EDITION: 14
- PUBLISHER: W KLUWER
- ISBN: 9781454847182

LEGAL WRITING COMPANION
RECOMMENDED (listed incorrectly as Required in OPUS and bookstore) | By MURRAY
- EDITION: 14
- PUBLISHER: CAROLINA A
- ISBN: 9781611633740

COMPLETE LEGAL WRITER
REQUIRED | By CHEW
- EDITION: 16
- PUBLISHER: CAROLINA A
- ISBN: 9781611638127
Kirk

**BLUEBOOK: UNIFORM SYSTEM OF CITATION**

REQUIRED | *By* HARV. LAW REV.

- EDITION: 20TH 15
- PUBLISHER: HARV LAW REV.
- ISBN: 9780692400197

**MANUAL ON USAGE + STYLE**

REQUIRED | *By* TEXAS LAW REV.

- EDITION: 14TH 17
- PUBLISHER: U TX LAW
- ISBN: 9781878674586

**REDBOOK: MANUAL ON LEGAL STYLE**

RECOMMENDED | *By* GARNER

- EDITION: 3RD 13
- PUBLISHER: WEST ACAD
- ISBN: 9780314289018

Parrish

**BLUEBOOK: UNIFORM SYSTEM OF CITATION**

REQUIRED | *By* HARV. LAW REV.

- EDITION: 20TH 15
- PUBLISHER: HARV LAW REV.
- ISBN: 9780692400197

**COMPLETE LEGAL WRITER**

REQUIRED | *By* CHEW

- EDITION: 16
- PUBLISHER: CAROLINA A
- ISBN: 9781611638127

**EXAMPLES + EXPLANATION: LEGAL WRITING**

REQUIRED | *By* POLLMAN

- EDITION: 2ND 14
- PUBLISHER: W KLUWER
- ISBN: 9781454833963

Pinder

**LAWYER WRITES**

REQUIRED | *By* COUGHLIN

- EDITION: 2ND 13
- PUBLISHER: CAROLINA A
- ISBN: 9781611633979

**BLUEBOOK: UNIFORM SYSTEM OF CITATION**

REQUIRED | *By* HARV. LAW REV.

- EDITION: 20TH 15
- PUBLISHER: HARV LAW REV.
- ISBN: 9780692400197